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C^ ^ Perfect Car PP^eel

be made? Ifso^ what must

be its distinctive features ?

^O SOLVE these questions we commenced
a^^ork some spveii' years ago that has

gro.^n to great proportions and produced

results that speak for thenfiselves in an-

swer. A JDerfect car wheel must be ab^

solutely Safe,, mechanically perfect and

economical for s^ryice. W,hat vye have:

done tQward attaining these ends may be deternrined by

the fact that out of a total of five hundred thousand

wheels made in .the past five years and put into every

kind of service on the leading railroads of America, not

one case of breakage has' occurred, that we command
the means for furnishing wlieels in an absolutely perfect

mechanical condition, and that we can supply such wheels

at the ordinary market price paid for good chilled car

wheels. That the work we have dorfe may be appre-

ciated, we will explain the details and also give ^ome
general facts concerning dar.wbeels and their use.

The:subject of cartwheels is a very yb^l one/d*
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roads. The annual exp^e for renewals exceeds that of

any other item of railroad supplies.

The chilled car wheel made from charcoal pig-iron is

used exclusively Under freight cars and under at least

seventy-five per cent, of the passenger cars and locomo-

tives of America. It may be thought that the use of

steel wlifeels is more extended; but the estimate, given is

based on careful investigation. On many of our leading

railroads, notably the Pennsylvania Railroad, the chilled

wheel is used almost exclusively. We have" not confined

ourselves to a study of the possibilities and results of

chilled wheels alone, bijt have given equal attention to

those obtained from steel wheels, with the intention of

determining the qudstioiis we have asked on the first page
of this pamphlet in a thorough ntanner.

#
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\ .. A BOUT seven years ago we commenced making
7—\ tests (chemical and physical), in a limited way to

ascertain facts in relation to the character of

our wheels. These tests were comparative ; that is^

they were made during and after the process of manu-

facture, and were intended to give us such information

regarding the quality of our wheels as would enable us

to 66nduct their manufacture on some other basis than

that of obtaining acknowledge of their exact quality in

service. We desired to know this to an absolute degree

before delivering them for service. These tests were

extended and perfected in the course of time and finally

brought to cover every wheel manufactured by us, in an

individual manneri Means were taken to distinguish and

identify each wheel, so that five years ago we had reached

the point where every v^eel made was subjected to six

separate tests, givitig full information of alt details re-

garding their quality and charalcter. Standards for in-

spection and acceptance were then established which

would in our experience produce a safe wheel as stated.

The results of this labor speak for themselves : not

.fi^
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^
one wheel delivered by us for service has ever

^

broken out of the wheels made by us during that

time—this out of a total of over five hundred thousand

wheels put in service on leading' railroads. The stand-

ards referred to were determined by the experience of

many years in what (Conditions were, necessary in a first-

class wheel. The results of these tests, carried on unre-

mittingly with the manufacture of every wheel, gave us

further knowledge of the possibilities * of wheel manu-

facture. The all-important question of safety was deter-

mined, all other conditions being correct, by the strength

)f the iron obtained from our mixtures.

^or the best ordinary work this standard of strength

may be expressed by a load of 2,800 pounds required to

break a bar one inch square by twelve inches long made

from the mixtures of iron Used in the wheels, this load of

3,800 pounds being placed upon the center of the bar to

break it. A bar of this size carrj^ing a load of 2,000

pounds would be considered very strong ordinary iron,

but as 2,800 pounds was the beSt average obtained from

mixtures on our first trials, that wi^ established as the

limit of strength. Our work in this field resulted in

obtaining mixtures that would give \ bar of the size

referred to carrying a load of 3,000 ^unds. Further

work resulted better; we obtained baA carrying 3,200

pounds, 3,300 pounds, and so on, step ^y step, up to

4,000 pounds, as a regular and positive result obtainable

8
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from certam mixtures. \ye liave lately made]

size) carrying a load ^ 5,000 pdunds, but t

tional. Mixtures giving test bars with sucH extraord

nary strength are npt only made from the higi

of iron, but -from special fots of iron of thl

manufactured expressly for us, and which lots

to rejection unless th^y giye certain results i

made of the iron when received. We -believe

regular standard wheel, made during the past

with the result as stated—not one case of break

be still further improved on in the important il)articiflar

of strength, and we can make wheels on a start

per cent, higher, that such wheels will be absoluiely safe.

In the effort to improve the manufacture of ouV wheels

attention was early drawn to the great necessity of pro-

viding some means for overcoming the mechanicat imper-

fections. The conditions of service were constai^itly in-

creasing in severity, and the life of the wheels decjreasecf

because they were put in use with no further prepi^ation

than that of being fitted on ajclei Much was Bone io im-

prove our wheels by care in the method of mariufaituj-e?

but the unavoidable difficulties of foundry practic^,' thfe

shrinkage of metal and the strain on the mold in\ the

process of casting, caused the wheels to be out of •royrid

and balance. * It was, therefore, impossible, to maViu^

facture, as a product of the foundry, a' mechanically-per?

feet wheel.

ap,
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It is a well-known fact that the great majority, per-
h ips seventy-five per cent, of the wheels removed from
arvice, are taken oul; on account of defects arising from
lie use of brakes. As the speed of trains is now being
pcreased and.^s the use of air brakes on all trains, both
%ht and passenger, is only a question* of time, it fo(-

)ws that the-t^cmditibns for braking must be improved,
the expense for wheels, on account of the higher

fpeeds and more extended use of air brake\will be a
:onstantly-increasing one. When the brakes aif^ applied
to a wheel that is not round the variation in pressure be-

/tween tHe high and low places is exceedingly great, and
when the brake engages .the wheel at its highest point
it is very apt to stop and slide it, producing a flat spot;
if the wheel is not removed, after a short time the iron
shells out at this point, and then it must be removed on
account of its general imperfections.

With perfectly true wheels the pressure of the brakes
is equalized and thd application pf braking power may be
increased without liability to slide wheels. '^

Machines had been constructed for turning apd grind-
ing wheels after they were placed on axles, but\he work
being slow and expensive, it was found impracticable
when carried to any extent ; the cost of finishing wheels
on them was greater than that of the labor required for
their manufacture^ '

'\

Lfter a careful study of the subject, v^ concludecf that
I
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wheels should
,
be finished before being placed on

Sxles, for tile reason that each vyhieel could be treated for

its own defects and the work be done by the wheel
maker. When wheels were finisheid on axles the defects

"Hi rotundity were never at the same ^oint in both wheels,

and to insure equal diameters it was necessary to grind

more from one wheeKthan from the other. To finish

wheels on the aj^le made it impossible for the wheel
maker to do the work, as not one per cent, of the wheels

used are furnished by the maker fitted in that manner.

; For three years we built, took apart and rebuilt ma-
chinery designed for this purjiose. We finally reached

the form of machine now-used by us a|hd which is shown
on the first page of this pamphlet.

Our process with each wheel is to bore it out in the

usual manner and then to place it, by means of suitable

attachments, on the self-centering mandrel of the grinding

machine,
j

-

When thte grinding attachments are brought into po-

sition and the emery wheels properly adjusted the work
of the machine is automatic until the wheel is ground
true. Two. wheels are placed* on the machine and oper-

ated on ii^ependently, the adjustment of one being

made by thfe attendant after the other is in position.

The average output of one machine in ten hours is

fifty wheels, although we have finished sixty in the same
time. There is but one attendant to each machine and

• /
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the work canybe done by anyi intelligent laborer. These
results may. bte seen in our Works at any time. They
have been steadily obtained for the past year.

\
After the wheels are removed from the grinder they

a^e placed on the balancing machine and tested. The
methods for correcting the balance will be described
hereafter. The Wheels are then gauged to diameters by
six^-fourths of ati inch and are ready for service, me-
chai^ically perfect. \

The advantages tb be gained by the use of " machined "

wheels are so appaf^nt that it will not be necessary to
dwell Vt length upon \ them. A few facts may be stated,

however: \ v .

The increase in the Me of cars anci pei^manent way, and
the decrease in the poWer required to haul trains on ac-
count of the more perfect running of the, cars, the in-

creased mileage to be obtained from the wheels, due to
the fact that the Hfe of ^ny machinery, whether it be a
car wheel or anything elke, is always increased by me-
chanical perfection— all ar^ matters which will be readily
understood by any practical Vailroad man.
They can be gauged to e^ct sizes. The importance

of uniformity in t^s is bestVillustrated by the fact that
in one mile, with a pair of wheels that vary in diameter
but one-sixteenth ^ an Inch, tie larger Wheel will travel
nine feet more thafi-the smallek one, and this variation
must be overcome by dragging\6r pulling the smaller

12
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wheel and the sliding or retardit^g of the larger one
against the companion rails.

In making one-sixteenth of^n inch the basis of this'

comparison we are taking the smallest possible limit

that can be obtained with ordinary cast-iron car wheels
and ordinary conditions under which they go into service.

" The Pennsylvania Railrbad specifications were first drawn
with t|ie requirement that wheels should/be true to one-

• sixteenth of an inch, the test being made with an iron

ring placed over them. This, however, was found im-
possible in practice and was afterward changed to a pos-

sible variation^bf three thirty-seconds of ^rt inch. As the

metallic ring placed over the wheel would require at least

one sixty-fourth of an inch all around to admit of its be-

ing placed on and taken off, it follows that the ordinary

I

wheel cannot be made true within one-eighth of an inch.

Boring the wheels first, as we do, and] then grinding
them, insures an absolutely true telatioip between the

bore and the circumference, with all the consequent ben-

- efits as compared to a wheel the circumference of which

'

cfoes not bear a true relation to its center. In boring
the ordinary wheel it is centered from its circumference,

which, being admittedly untrue, makes it impossible to

'bore it to a true center. This variation in ordinary
methods not only .causes an eccentric motion in the

wheel, but throws it out of balance. Let us suppose a
train 'in motion at the rate of thirt;jfmiles per hpur. In

)
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such a case a wheel will make 306 revolutions per minute.
If it is ten pounds out of balance there would be a

variation in the weight of metal moved through the

circle described by the circumference equivalent to 34360
pounds per minute. There are eight wheels under a car.

The total variation would 6e upward of 25,000 pounds.
The effect of this on the cars and track can be easily

estimated. Ten pounds is not a high estimate for an
amount out of balance as wheels are ordinarily used, for-

in addition to- what is created by imperfect fitting we
iniist consider the unequal distribution of metal in the

wh^el consequent on the conditions of foundry practice.

A casting weighing a quarter of a ton cannot be turned

. oiit of a foundiy mechanically perfect in this respect. We
have found many wheels in our tests of various makes
that are double that amount and some that are even
treble. Now, we take again for comparison a car equipped
with wheels that vary in diameter as well as balance and
which are within the Pennsylvania's specifications.

(Which specifications have been adopted by the Master
Car Builders' Convention as a standard in respect to

rotundity.) The effect of the rising and falling of the
car, the ifiotion caused by the ,varying weight heretofore

referred to, and the irj-egular pulling of mismated wheels,

produce a result which need not be an imaginary one ; i^

can be easily ascertained by riding on a freight train

operated under ordinary conditions. To what extent

•

•
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^the cost of operation may be lessened, by impi'ovingthe
conditions referred to, is a matter for investigation; As
a proof that there is ample ground- for improvement, let

us sum up the result of moving a car one hundred miles.

There are four pairs of wheels, each of which yinust be

pulled forward or liackvvard .nine feet in^each mile. This
movement is entirely independent of the motion of the

train and is unavoidable. In one hundred miles this**^

makes a total of . three .thousand six hundred feet. If a

car travels at the rate bf thirty miles per hour, it would
take three hundred and twenty minutes to cover one
hundred miles, and if a weight of twenty-five thousand •

pounds per minute must be moved, as shown^a total

weight of four thousand tons must be moved in one
hundred miles. This is the result on one car only.

Therp are some peculiar conditions, existing in the

ratanuf^x:ture and use of the chilled wheel which we be-

lieye csiii be improved upon. A guarantee of service is

given for the standard-sized (33-inch) wheel— fifty to

sixty thousand miles or its equivalent in time service.

Tfiis guarantee is supposed to hold the maker responsible

for failures due to defects inherent in the wheels. Fail-

ures occur from a variety of causes, many of which are

ascribed to the wheels, but which ar^ really due to the

conditions of service. It is probable that three-quarters

of all wheel failures are caused by brake service and its

iresults on the^wheels. ^ , _„ ^^ ^ _

\!
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As the chilled wheel is ordinarily used without b,eing

true and round, the application of brakes generally results

in sliding the wheels to a greater or less extent. No mat-

ter how short the time in which they are slid, the friction,

intensified at the point of contact with the rail, produces

a flat spot, and the heat developed destroys the life of the

chilled iron at that point. When the wheel is again in

motion, runnifig at a speed of thirty miles an hour, the

iat spot strikes the rail three hundred and six times per

m^ute. The load on each wheel is from five to eight

toS, In a short time the iron at the flat spot shells out

and t\e wheel is rendered unfit for service. If this flat

spot is^ pti-ticularly bad one the wheel is removed from

service before the shelling-out process begins, and is not

considered as failing on account of inherent defects. If,

however, fhe flat spot is not large the wheel remains in

service ; another spot ^oofi results, and. the process goes

on indefinitely, until often the entire tread of a wheel is

covered with defective spots and has then, in the opinion

of some inspectors, failed for inherent defects, which are

described as "sand, holes" in tread, "crumbled out,"

" shelled," etc -

The competition among wheel makers has no doubt

prevented them Jrom bringing th€se matters as strongly

before the railroad managers as they would be warranted

in doing. Some railroads carry the enforcement pf the

guarantee to- a rigid point and get a large portion of their

i6. .
,
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wheel supply gratis through the eagerness of wheel makers

to accept orders on any conditions. It^is a commoi
remark by railroad men that they want nothing unfair,

but that wheel makers are largely to blame in soliciting

smd accepting orders on any conditions that will secure •

them'. All wheel makers know that many wjieels are0^

returned to them which show no cause for removal, and

it is the practice of many railroads to condemn both -

wheels of a pair when one fails. The railroads vsrould

apparently be benefited by such a state of affairs, as they

receive wheels on guarantee account without charge; but

it is a question if they are beneficed at all by any condi?>

tion that iS unfair, whether imposed with their consent

or not. "They may profit by removals on their own cars

when on theic own line of road, but in case of removals

abroad thejr are heavy losers. The guarantee is not held

to coveT'any damage arising from wheel failures. If a

wheel bre^k^ in service the owner is entitled to\demand a

new ^heel for the defective one, but as the damage may
run from one to one hundred thousand dollars and over,

the guarantee is in such cases no protection to the 'rail-

road. < This is a very unsatisfactory and expensive condi-

of ajTairs for th«*wheel makers and loi the railroad

co4panie^, and all will agree that if a means can be found

to remedy the difficulties it will be worthy of every con-

sideration.
"

* --

Tlhe universal feeling among railroad men to-day is that
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leels^h^ can buy, without

as much for steel

ist-iron wheels can be

they must have the safest

regard to cost. This is de

many are paying from four

wheels as similar- ^iani^jrsi

procured for. /f jaM
The very sati^acto^^restult^' obtained led us some'

two years ago to take up the manufacturie of wheels

of larger dianieter than 33 Inches. During the past

year we have mide a^ivd put into service Wheels 36, 40

42 and 43 inches in diameter, the respective weights

of which are 750, 1,000; i,iooWna 1,200 pounds We
have made these wheels of a ^ight corresponding with

similar diameters o^feel wheelslas an additional factor of

safety, and becau^^ it is possiblesor usJ:o preserve with

any weight perfedt mechanical mnditions regarding bal-

ance and rotundity. Some trials tiaVe been made hi&reto^

fore with large-diameter cast wheels which have resulted

unsuccessfully. This was partiallyl due to the fact that the

wheels were mad^ too light and that it Was impossible for

the n™^£S=^^ them to inereas^ the weight to any great

cytent^|||^j|^nt of y^gjialjtilipy ' 4^ producing imperfect

condifflH|RPR(e whi^^ themselves in regard to their

being out of balance and out of round*,; We have pre-

ferred to mdve slo\yiy in the mattenof introducing these

large-diametlex wbi^elSj a^d to ascertain from the results of

actual service thi saiisfaction theyptght give. So far,

thatyresult Has beW all that could be desir^. Cars
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equipped with ti^ riae as smopthly (if not more so)

"^ than those equipped with steekired wheels. Thfe price

of these wheals is nc4 jntended to be competitive with

the price at vvhteh <*ther cast-iron wheels oF jsimilar

weights can be o^ned, but lie price isdeterniiried by
-what it COSH us H produce the^very best thini in the

shape of a cast-iron whe# that we can niake. S^ far as

our experience goes» v\/e have eyery reason tq claim

that such wheels ar^l^peripr in point of safetyj to aay
description of steel IPieeL We are well raware Jhat

k • upon the use of cast wheels

locomotives as''' a practice not

s of safety, but they.generally

of one quaUty and judge all

many railroad men 1

^under passenger cars

lup^ tA tfi.e best stand

class air. cast wheels

^ike- -

-To ffive an idea of the difference between the, speicial

^d the ordinary wheels, w^ay state : Taking the Penn-
sjivanfe Railroad, and Master Car Builders' specifications

as ia basis of strength, fpr good ordinary wheels, we
giMM"antee these special wheels to stand five, times the |est

re(juif8d by the PennsylVsijia Railroad ari^ Master Ga^r

Buflders* rules hi the matter of strength. v. ' ?
' If the special wMeels of our manufacture receive thi^

same treatment aecordedjsteel wheds, with the machineiy
we oow have in service, they can bie-tq^ated inexactly
the ame manner as steel,wheels, at less cost.«^If they
are ixmoved from service in^the.ease of brake-sliding

•
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they can be re-turned on our machinery it less cost than

9r steel wheel could be re-turned in a lathe. It is well

known that a given body of chilled iron will give greater

proportionate wear than the same body of steel, as chilled

iron is much harder. As these wheels are chilled to a

depth of threfe-quarters of an inch all around the tread,

or a total of , jpne and one-half inches throughout, it can

be seen that an inch of wear can. be taken froih them

if they are removed from service apd re-turned when
necessary. They have not been in service long enough

to determine the greatest possible mileage that can be

obtained, including this re-turning, but we believe it will be

greater than any steel-tired wheel yet proi^uced has giy;en.

We state these facts, not as a new discovery we have

made in our manufacture, but as the result of many years

of haifd labor and of experiments and tests conducted

without regard to cost, with the idea of producing a

perfect car wheel. During the past five years we have

e^cpended Upw:ard of one hundred thousand dollars in

this work, and we have actual records in our various

estabHshments of upward of seven millions of tests made
in connection with the manufacture of our wheels d^iring

that period. When we are able to state that we can

tsCke any wheel made during that time, without regard to

whom it was made for or the service it was intended for,

a^d show upon it distinguishing^ marks by which we are

able to positively identify the wheel as. an individual

- 2o-
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thing, and then turn to our books and show the tests

referred to with relation to it, the far-reaching and com-
prehensive character of our work during the period men-
tioned may be appreciated. %r^.

m

METHODS OF BORINCi CAR WHEEL^
The process of boring car wheels for the axle is a short

one, ye^ it is of the greatest importance that it be done
correctly. Common practice in doing this particular

work varies from the carefully-managed shop with first-

class tools and competent workmen to the worthless
tools and incompetent workmen too often found.

The process of boring chilled wheels is made more/
difficult than similar work on ordinary qast-iron by the
fact thiit the iron in the wheel is necessarily of a hard and
tough nature in strong well-chilled wheels. The difficul-

ties encountered in the work are well known to practical

railroadmen:

When the wheels are difficulty^ip bore the steel cutters
lose their cutting faces very quietly and good work can-

not be done with them. At times it is necessary to

remove and dress the cutters for every few wheels bored.
Of course the work can be done in a sort of way without
the exercise of care in this particulaf, but the result

is irregular boring and imperfect work. Safe practice

and good workmanship require two cuts through a
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wheel hub, the fir^ to take out the hard face of the bore

and to leave clean metal for the tool taking the second cut.

The boring bars of wheel-boring mills are generally

constructed to take a steel cutter having two faces from

one to one and a half, inches

wide; sometimes cutters with four

: faces of this width are

ffid. Attempts have been made
*o use cutters of chilled iron in-

stead of steel, to save the^constant

expense of making and fitting

the steel tools, but the brittle

nature of the chilled metal pre-

vented successful working
in tools of the shape re-

quired. We have designed

a form of chilled cutter

or reamer (Fig. i) possess-

ing the following advan-

tages': It has six cutting

faces, each four inches long,

or twenty-four inches of

cutting face altogether.

As will be seen, it works on the principle 'of a reamer,

and its large bearing in the bore as the work is done
-prevents irregular boring, for reasons readily under-

stood. ,

FIG. I.
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^The heaviest work with the chilled reamer is done on
the lower edges, r, of the wings, 6. These edges can
readily be sharpened on a small emery grinder when at
all dyll, still the correctness and perfection of the work
does not depend on the cutting edges, c ; it is regulated
by the cutting faces, A which follow through the b^re
and on account of not coming in contact with the
rougher and heavier part of the work (done by the
edges, c) make the bore perfect in every respect These
reamers are provided with a tapered hole, d, which ad-
mits of their fitting over a similar shaped end fitted to
the boring bar. The nut. e, being tightened, the reamer
is locked into position by small lugs on the boring bar
fitting into sin^lar recesses,/ in the reamer. In ordinary
practice, from twenty to thirty wheels can be bored be-
fore the edges, c, require sharpening, which is done in a
few minutes by hand on a small emery wheel, located
convenient to the boring mill. From one hundred and
fifty to two hundred wheels can be bored before the

^

edges, d, require sharpening. This is done by placing the
reamer oyer a suitably tapered plyg fastened to the face
plate of a small ^athe, and doing the work with a small
emery wheel attachment to the lathe generally found in
machine shops.

For work to given sizes the reamers are ground to
specific diameters. For general work, where it is the
intention to re-bore or take a second cut, they are sin^ply
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sharpened and used indiscriminately between certain sizes.

For instance, on an order for four-inch core, wheels can

be bored from four and one-half down to four inches

and be suitable ior re-boring by the user for all purposes

the four-inch core might have served. We have

chilled reamers used in this manner with which we
have bored with each one upward of two thousand

wheels. /

With the use of these reamers on boring mills in good

condition it- is impossible to crowd the. work of wheel

boring so as* to* do it improperly. More work can be

done than with the use of steel tools. The use of expen-

sive steel tools and the cost of maintaining them is dis-

pensed with* The character of work that can be done

with a chilled reamer is far above that done with the

ordinary boring tools, for reasons that will be readily

understood by any mechanical man. We can furnish

these reamers in any shape and size. They are very suit-

able for general machine work on pulleys, car brasses,

milling machines, etc. Further particulars in regard

to the use of these tools will be furnished on application.

^
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METHODS OF BALANCING CAR WHEELS.

After many trials of diflferent devices for and methods
of balancing'chilled wheels the following was adopted :

In the manufacture of each wheel small lugs are cast
upon the plate, preferably between the brackets or arms
oh the flange side. They may be cast at any other point
on the wheel. Each lug has a three-quarter inch tapered
hole formed with a core in the usual manner.

Fig. 2 shows the device used for testing wheels for
balance. Fig. 3 is anend view of the same. AA are

25
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parallel bars with upper surface beveled down at one end
to allow the wheel with mandrer inserted to be readily
placed upon them. CC is the expanding mandrel which
is placed in the bore of Wheel and tightened by means
of hand wheel, D. The lever, a, fits neatly over one
end of the mandrel and maybe secured in any position
by the thumb screw, A^ ,>

After the wheel is bored and ground die expanding man-
drel is inserted and the keys.expanded by turning the hand

wheel. The wheel is then rolled between the parallel

vvays and supported by the projecting ends of the man-
drel bearing upon them. The heaviest part of tfe wheel
is at once locate4 in the usual manner and marked. The

'^ lever, a, is turned In line with the mark and the thumb-
ft screw, d, tightened to secure the ieyer in this position.

The wheel is then turned so that the lever stands hori-

zontally and in line with the point at which weights
must be added. The slide, c, is adjusted; at the point of
diameter where the balancing weights are to be attached.

"

Markedweights are then placed upon the slide, c, and the
exact weight necessaiy id balance is ascertained. Balanc-
ing blocks of suitable shiape are made as per Fig. 4.

These blocks are cast of different weights, indicated by.

. ' figures cast upon them, and are provided with a recess to
fit over the lug, flf, and a cored hole, e, through which a
rivet may be passed. A block\of proper weight is placed
over lug, d, at the proper point, an^ a three-quarter inch
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rivet with heated end is passed through thi block and
enters the tapered recess ih the lug, d. The riVet is driven
home, the heated ei|d upsets and the balancing block is

securely fastened in place. When the blockslre placed
between the brackets or arms they are out of \ the way
and can be firmly secured and held in position. \ It will

be noted that the important feature of this method of
securing the balancing blocks is that nothing is dbne to
impair the strength of the wheel in attaching them.\ No
holes are bdred through the jjlate from which cracks\may
star* vvhen severe strains are put on the wheels in service.

* .\
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/As SHOWN by the results set forth, we bilieve

£-\ a work has been done which will comifiend
itself to all railroad men. We have awaited the

result before claiming it, and now are able to shovl by
the evidence of half a million wheels in service on the
leading railroads that safe wheels can be made Wlhen
they are made under proper conditions. No better ar^u
ment of the importance of that fact can be given
than to cite the case of four of our leading trunk lines.
Two of them have used the wheels made in the manner
described during the past five years. During that time
not one life has been lost nor one dollar of damages
incurred through their use. . On the other two railroads,
during the same period, over fifty lives have been lost and
over two million dollars paid out from this one cause
alone. From every standpoint of responsibility, economy
and good management, evidence of this kind deserves
attention. It would be impossible to give ih the space
available all the information necessary to explain the work
•we describe, but it will give us pleasure to lay fully
before those interested all the particulars of the subject.

The St. Thomas Cak Wheel Company, Limited,

p. H. GRIFFIN, PRESIDENT, >

^ Thomas, Ont.; Canada,

ca'ble address : griffin, st. thomas. ^
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